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The Initial Rider Training (IRT) in Europe:
The problems
p
Widely acknowledged problems of pre-licence rider training
in Europe:
p
• widely variable and not always available
• often prohibitively expensive
• often unstructured and with poor instructors
• over emphasis on machine control skills
• little hazard awareness and avoidance focus
• rider attitude and behaviour rarely
y addressed
(source: The Initial Rider Training Project - the needs and the views of
motorcyclists, 1997)

The Initial Rider Training (IRT) in Europe:
Doing
g something
g about it
The representative organisations of the motorcycling
community:
9 agree that initial rider training in Europe does not
generally meet riders’ needs
9 believe that improved pre-licence
pre licence training can
reduce the number of riders killed and injured

)A proposal to develop a European approach to
initial rider training

The Initial Rider Training (IRT) in Europe:
Objectives
j
off the IRT project
p j
• Review recent rider and driver training research
• Survey national training and testing arrangements
• Create a model European initial rider training
programme
p
g
which includes:
– a modular approach to initial rider training,
– the essential elements and aspects for initial rider training,
– a method
th d and
d approach
h tto supportt iinitial
iti l rider
id ttraining,
i i
and
d
– a comprehensive manual for use in a range of different social
and economic situations

• Evaluate the potential of e-Coaching for initial rider
training

The IRT project Supervisory Board:
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The IRT project :
g IRT p
programme
g
The resulting

The IRT project Supervisory Board:
The « theoretical element »
Before starting to ride
Rules and regulations, signs and
markings
=> Introduces the future rider to their value and
the help they can give and the logic of their
requirements
q

The machine, its dynamics and needs
=> Introduces the dynamics and mechanics of a
machine and its controls
=>
>E
Explains
l i th
the iimportance
t
off th
the essential
ti l
safety checks and regular maintenance

Social responsibilities
=> Explains the need to ride responsibly
with particular emphasis being given to
speed and the impact of noise
=> Covers the importance of knowing the
basic rules of first aid in a road traffic
accident

Impairment
=> Explains the negative effects of alcohol
and drugs, some medicines and tiredness
on a rider’s performance and perception

Hazard awareness
=> Explains that an awareness of potential
hazards is essential to managing and avoiding
them

Helmets and protective equipment
=> Covers the need for and the benefits of
wearing helmets and protective equipment

Attitude and behaviour
=> Emphasises to the future rider that the
key to riding safety lies in his or her
attitude and behaviour and that they have
the primary responsibility for road safety

Attitude and behaviour
Theoretical element
aspect 8
This aspect considers the need for a future rider to appreciate that he or she
is primarily responsible for the safety
Attitude and behaviour is the last aspect of the Theoretical element of the IRT model
European programme and the future rider soon will be moving on in the process of
obtaining an A category licence. He or she will be acquiring a range of skills and
knowledge that will be essential to be able to ride safely on today’s roads.
Having control of the machine and being able to ride safely in traffic, across a range
of challenging circumstances and conditions, will require real commitment to
develop the required dexterity, awareness, competence and confidence.
These requirements are however only a part of what will be needed by the rider
rider.
Very importantly the rider must understand that his or her attitude and consequent
behaviour are asolutely essential.
Reading the requirements and intentions of other road users and recognising
potentially hazardous situations are very important skills.
skills Managing them however
requires the rider to realise that it is only he or she that is able to directly control his
or her actions and make necessary ajustments to speed, position and distance in
good time.

The IRT programme:
The ‘machine
machine control
control’ element
• A detailed programme covering the required machine controls skills
in the context of their relevance to safely riding on the road

Machine familiarity
Machine control element
aspect 1

Instructor’s requirements
•
•
•
•
•

R i
Review
Instructor’s
I t t ’ notes
t
Verify legal requirements
Evaluate the extent of rider’s pre-knowledge
Explain and demonstrate the main controls
Demonstrate putting machine off and on its
stands
• Show balance with walk-round demonstration
• Explain importance of hazard awareness and
attitude and behaviour
• Make initial assessment of rider’s attitude

Hazards,
attitude and behaviour
• The primary focus in this aspect is to enable the
rider to appreciate the weight of the machine and
its potential to damage anything that it comes into
contact with, particularly when moving
• The secondary focus is to reinforce and develop
the appreciation of hazards and attitude and
behaviour introduced in the Theoretical element

Rider’s pre-knowledge
•
•
•
•
•

Road regulations,
g
signs
g and markings
g
Theory of machine’s dynamics
Social responsibilities
Effect of impairment through drugs or alcohol
Importance of appropriate clothing

The exercises
• Correct position on machine with hands and feet in relation
to controls
• Getting
g on and off the machine with it on and off its centre
and side stands
• Putting the machine on and off its centre and side stands
• Balancing and moving the machine with engine off
• Introducing the controls with engine off and machine on its
centre
t stand
t d
• Starting and stopping the engine including use of kill switch
• Machine safety and maintenance checks

Evaluation
The instructor should be satisfied that the rider can safely and confidently
mount and dismount, assumes a correct riding position, can manoeuvre
without power, has a basic knowledge of the controls, can safely start and
stop the machine and perform safety checks

Machine familiarity
Machine control element
aspect 1

Explaining and
demonstrating

It is always important that the instructor
plans for the session. Whilst the facilities
that are available will to a large extent
determine the programme, matters such
as assessing the rider’s pre-knowledge
could be dealt with as a distinct issue or
addressed at various stages throughout
the session.

When clearly explaining and competently
demonstrating the exercises the instructor
should recognise the attitude, confidence,
ability and stature of the rider.
The instructor should constantly asses the
rider’s attitude and approach to learning to
ride.
id Where
Wh
iti is
i apparent that
h the
h rider
id is,
i
for example, overly assertive and prone to
taking risks, the instructor should seek to
address this in the content and style of his
or her explanations and demonstrations.
If the rider has experience with other types
of vehicles the instructor should p
point out
that it is often not directly relevant.
Importantly the limitations on a rider’s ability
to receive and process information should
always be recognised. Where possible
different types and sizes of the machine
should be used.

Legall requirements
i

Th Exercises
The
E
i

Whilst these are determined by national
law their importance and relevance should
be emphasised by the instructor. For
example if it is a legal requirement to have
insurance, or to have passed a theory test
at this stage of the training, the instructor
should require the rider to produce proof of
compliance.
Helmet use should be dealt with at this
point with advice being given about
benefits and problems, choices and fit,
noise and comfort.
comfort

Getting on and off and sitting correctly

Instructor’s notes.1
Preparation and
planning

With the machine on its centre stand the
rider should practice getting on and off of it.
This should be followed with the machine on
its side stand and then standing on its
wheels. Dealing with problems such top
boxes should be demonstrated.
With the machine on its centre stand and
the rider sitting on it, the instructor should
ensure that the rider is central, hands and
forearms are level, insteps are on the
footrests and the back is straight.

Off and on the stands
Starting with the machine on its centre
stand the rider should practice rolling it
off from both standing and sitting
positions. The use of the handlebar
brake and, when standing, the rider’s
position to take the weight
p
g
of the
machine against the thigh, are key
considerations.
Putting the machine on its centre
stand should always be undertaken
with the rider standing. Whilst the
design of each machine will require a
partic lar approach the position of the
particular
rider with one hand on the handlebar
and the other on the handle usually
provided and the use of a foot on the
centre stand lever are important.
The use of the side stand should also
be practised.
practised Where a rider has limited
strength the side stand can be used
instead of the centre stand.
Balancing and manoeuvring
Sitting on the machine the rider should
practice moving it backwards and
forwards and turning through 90
degrees using the feet.
continued

The IRT programme:
The ‘traffic
traffic interface
interface’ element
• applying machine control skills to riding safely in traffic

The IRT programme:
The ‘traffic
traffic interface
interface’ element
• applying machine control skills to riding safely in traffic
Positioning in traffic
=> Covers where the rider should be on the road when in
traffic

Distance
=> Putting into practice the speed/ braking distance
relationships

Curves and bends
=>
> Covering the riding rules for negotiating left and right
hand curves

Junctions
=> Negotiating various junctions and roundabouts,
applying positioning,
positioning visual focus and speed adjustment
practices
=> Experiencing priority rules and identifying other traffic
and their likely actions

Ridi ttogether
Riding
th
=> Riding with a pillion passenger and riding in a group

The IRT programme:
The ‘traffic
traffic interface
interface’ element
• applying machine control skills to riding safely in traffic
O
Overtaking
t ki
=> Covers a range of overtaking manoeuvres,
with emphasis on positioning, visual focus and
possible developments arising from the
behaviour of others

Motorways
=> Covering the particular rules of motorways
with emphasis on joining and leaving, positioning
g g lanes
and changing

Anticipation
=> Understanding the needs of other road users
and anticipating likely behaviour
=> Appreciating the effect of environment and
infrastructure on machine behaviour

Journey planning
=> Considerations that should be made prior to a
journey

The IRT programme:
The ee-Coaching
Coaching element
Free simulation focused on:
• Teaching
g hazard
perception and avoidance;
• Teaching correct behaviour
and attitude in traffic;
• Providing feedback =>
learning through
understanding the
consequences of incorrect
actions;
• Providing methods to
experience authentic
=> virtual no-risk exposure to hazard
hazardous riding scenarios and consequences of attitude and
behaviour

The IRT project :
g IRT p
programme
g
The resulting

The IRT project:
Conclusions
The IRT programme:

9 Delivers machine controls skills in the context of their relevance to
the hazardous environment of today’s roads, with an understanding
of the rider having a primary responsibility for his/her own safety.
9 Offers a real improvement to much of the pre-licence training
presently available to riders within the European Union
9 Offers a real improvement in the availability of initial rider training
9 Address of the main problems affecting the quality of initial rider
training, achieving a balance between machine control and hazard
awareness.
9 Allows for additional programmes, to meet specific circumstances
or needs, to be easily developed (e.g. “re-born riders”). => “Lego set”
9 Is comprehensive, cohesive and cost-effective
cost effective

The IRT programme:
Recommendations
1. Training policies around EU must acknowledge and integrate
the differing social and economic IRT circumstances
2. be used as a basis for assessing the quality of existing
national rider pre‐licence training arrangements;
3. be used as a basis for improving pre‐licence rider training
within the Member States of the European Union;
4 be
4.
b completed
l t d by
b the
th development
d l
t an e‐Coaching
C hi
programme;
5. be disseminated broadly;
6. be used in the context of the progressive access approach

The IRT programme: A modular
pp
ffor p
progressive
g
access
approach
The adopted version of the
3DLD:
• definition of progressive
licensing
=> very limited.
• training requirements
(specified in Annexe 6)
=> ignores a rider’s
previous training and
experience.
.

The IRT programme: A modular
pp
ffor p
progressive
g
access
approach
.

The IRT programme:
A modular approach
pp
ffor the 3rd DLD
⇒ Annex 6 to be reviewed in
order
- to integrate rider’s
previous training and
experience;
g the logic
g of the IRT
- using
modular approach;
- adding the new training
requirements (e
(e.g.
g
attitude, responsibilities,
traffic interface)

The Initial Rider Training project:
f
More information
= > translation of
the manual into –
1. French
2. Spanish
3. more…
CONTACT:

http://www.initialridertraining.eu/

Rue des champs,
champs 62
B-1040 Bruxelles
+32/(0)2 736 90 47
info@initialridertraining.eu

Thank you for your attention

